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What are we doing?

The Who
•
•
•
•
•
•

And who’s doing it?

The Scientist

Scientists
Land managers
Policy makers
Land use planners
Regulators
Conservation lands acquisition agents
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Public Grassland Manager
The Land Manager
• >250 land managers in Central California
• > 50% of publically owned grasslands in
the SF Bay area actively managed

Elkhorn Slough Coastal Training Program 2005 Grassland Manager Survey Results
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Public Grassland Manager Priorities
• Reduce all non-native species
• Increase targeted sensitive species
• Increase native grasses

Elkhorn Slough Coastal Training Program 2005 Grassland Manager Survey Results

The Policymaker
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Statewide/Regional
Conservation Initiatives

Planner’s Code of Ethics
The Land Use Planner

• We shall have special concern for the longrange consequences of present actions.
• We shall promote excellence of design and
endeavor to conserve and preserve the integrity
and heritage of the natural environment.
• We shall not direct or coerce other professionals
to make analyses or reach findings not
supported by available evidence.
American Institute of Certified Planners Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct
Adopted March 19, 2005; Effective June 1, 2005
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The Regulator

282 native vertebrate taxa
– 101 mammals
– 130 birds
– 14 amphibians
– 38 reptiles

996 native plant taxa
– 18% of California’s 5411 taxa

# sensitive taxa
in CA
grasslands

% of total
sensitive
taxa in CA

54
46
479

12%
13%
31%

Taxonomic Group

Vertebrates
Invertebrates
Plants

Conservation Lands
Acquisition Agents

Conceptual Area
Preservation Plan
Plan
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How’re we doing?

The Scientist

The Public Lands Manager

Almost no reserve design studies

• Parcels are not
visited yearly

A few species-specific studies
(mostly dominant grasses)

• <1 staff person
for 16,000 acres

Many studies on invasives, with little application
27 fire studies; 19 useful for meta-analysis

• Loss of
endangered
species = greater
burden on private
property owners

25 grazing studies; 6 useful for meta-analysis
Holloran, P., and D. Press. 2005. Obstacles to Land Stewardship in California. Draft Report
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The Public Lands Manager
• 1/3 of properties have no management
plans
• Outdated management plans on many
properties

The Policy Maker
8.3 million private
grassland acres
45 advisors
=
185,000 acres
of grassland each

• Insufficiently document management
efforts
California State Auditor, “California’s Wildlife Habitat and Ecosystem: The State Needs
to Improve Its Land Acquisition Planning and Oversight,” Report No. 2000-101, June 2000

The Land Use Planner

The Regulator

• Municipalities: mixed success
– Monterey County: 5 years, 3 versions,
$5,000,000 General Plan Update
– Ventura: uses science, progressive policies
– Very few have grassland ordinances

• Coastal Commission
– Local Coastal Program violations rampant
– Total of $2,000,000 of fines revenue year

Number of Endangered Species Listed Each Year
by the Federal Gov’t

Few T&E listed species
No clear nexus for community protection
Cumulative impacts rarely analyzed

Conservation Banks

Center for Biological Diversity
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The Conservation Land Acquisition Agent

The Acquisition Agent

Acres of grassland-oriented conservation purchases
Habitat type
Conifer woodland
Desert shrub
Desert woodland
Hardwood woodland
Hardwood forest
Grassland
Shrub
Wetland

Private
434
3,804
25
4,036
85
8,273
5,135
129

Public

Total

1,166
10,500
9
634
43
889
6,504
60

% Private

`1,599
14,304
34
4,669
128
9,163
11,638
189

27
27
73
86
66
90
44
68

Figures in thousands of acres

California Department of Forestry 2003

How do California’s
grasslands fare?

Most invaded system in world
One of the top ten most endangered
ecoystems in U.S.
Coastal prairie is the most urbanized habitat
type in U.S. (and the most diverse in No.Am.)

99%

26%

Loss of native grassland

Loss of native annual and perennial
grasslands between 1945 and 1980

(Kreissman 1991)

(Mayer and Laudenslayer 1988)
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8,653%

99.9%

Increase in non-native annual grassland

Loss of needlegrass steppe

(Barbour et al. 1991)

(Barbour et al. 1991)

90%

68.3%

Loss of northern coastal bunchgrass

Loss of alpine meadows

(Barbour et al. 1991)

(Barbour et al. 1991)

All Grassland
Endangered Species
Continue to Decline

How could we do better?
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Scientists
• Study questions with clear application for grassland
management, and propose solutions to decision makers
• Inventory species distributions to prioritize conservation
activities
• Help develop nomenclature for grassland communities
• Clarify the importance of genetic vs. more easily obtained
demographic data for species recovery
• Increase genetic sampling to assess not just listed species,
but also other species of concern
• Inform agencies with data: petition to protect vertebrate
populations under the federal ESA and create lists of
regionally significant populations for protection under CEQA
• Describe grassland species response.
• Explore potential grassland indicator species including ones
that could be planted in grasslands to facilitate monitoring

The Policy Maker
• Create a regulatory nexus for large-scale
grassland reserves
• Create more regional governance, like the
Coastal Commission
• Give grasslands legal protection
• Legally reinforce the centrality of
avoidance with CEQA; clarify the meaning
of ‘mitigation’

Regulators
• Protect invertebrate and plant species and
populations
• Use genetic studies to inform listing decisions
• Prioritize genetic research in species recovery plans
• Partner with research institutions
• Create lists of regionally significant populations for
protection under CEQA
• Speed recovery plan production and frequently
revision.
• Define corridors as part of critical habitat
designations
• Reinvigorate biodiversity councils and other groups
for regional landscape conservation

The Land Manager
•
•
•
•
•

Create adaptive management regimes
Assess management outcomes
Communicate with other grassland managers
Demonstrate management practices
Be familiar with landscape-scale issues: species need
varying frequencies, intensities, and types of disturbance
• Work with others in designing and acquiring effective
reserves and corridors.
• Protect grassland corridors while restoring and
managing seed dispersal agents – e.g., California quail
and ungulates

The Land Use Planner
• Integrate genetic considerations in mitigation
• Put conservation priorities in open space protection,
especially in general plans.
• Provide mechanisms for long term stewardship,
connectivity to larger scale conservation efforts
(corridors), and mitigation for ongoing impacts of
development.
• Better estimate funding needed to implement mitigation
and monitoring,
• Funding and other uncertainties should be reviewed by
third party scientists
• Use CEQA rules to protect species and habitats,
including newly recognized grassland types.
• Incorporate regional landscape planning with
local/regional plans

Conservation Lands Acquisitions Agents
• Reference genetic conservation efforts suggested in
recovery plans.
• Resolve issues with data sharing. Releasing reserve design
maps increases land prices, but withholding data hinders
cooperation among diverse interests.
• Learn from other countries’ to incorporate ‘working
landscapes’ with conservation, especially Mediterranean
areas like South Africa and France.
• For better information, ask scientists and use GIS analyses
not just maps.
• Improve mechanisms other than fee title ownership. With
systems for grasslands parallel to sustainable forestry
certification, conservation easements might include better
conditions and monitoring.
• Create performance measures for success in grassland
conservation programs
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Its this guy’s fault
Not enough $
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Collaborative Research
The Central Coast
Rangelands Coalition
A Case Study in
Collaborative Research
And Ecosystem-Based Management

Ranchers

Environmental
Organizations

Common
Goals
Public
Agencies
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CCRC 5-Year Goals
East S.F. Bay
Monterey Bay

• Increase the capacity of land managers to
steward central coast rangelands by:
– Increased capital
– Increased community and neighbor support

• Build to 1,000,000 acres of cooperating lands
Morro Bay

• Continue to monitor participating ranches
• Measurably increase the public’s understanding
the value of sustainably managed rangelands

Community Education

Regional Education and
Research Leadership

Community Education
• Ecosystem services
– Management is necessary
– Management needs funding

• History
– Grasslands are integral to California’s culture

• Land use planning
– Is good for everyone

• Grassland critters are cute and worth
saving
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What can you do?

Find Reference Sites

Change your terminology

Change your terminology

Change your terminology

• Eliminate “overgrazing”

• Eliminate “overgrazing”
• Eliminate free-standing term ‘grazing’ and
most generalizations thereof
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Change your terminology
• Eliminate “overgrazing”
• Eliminate free-standing term ‘grazing’ and
most generalizations thereof

Be a scholar:
Read and recall
peer-reviewed literature

• Ditto with ‘fire’ and ‘rest’

Work Across Disciplines

Work Across Disciplines
Work with Others

Thank You
Work Across Disciplines
Work with Others
More Frequently
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